Appendix

Common Critiques of the Idea of Human
Space Settlement

Modern critiques proposing that humanity should not attempt to settle space (e.g.
Billings 2018, ‘Colonizing other planets is a bad idea’) frequently use a small set of
emotional or putatively moral arguments against the idea; I have addressed each of
these ideas directly and at length in my 2012 semi-popular-science book
Emigrating Beyond Earth: Human Adaptation and Space Colonization and articles
published in Spaceflight and Scientiﬁc American Mind. On the one hand, I do not
often engage in this debate as I ﬁnd its most commonly-cited arguments to be
poorly-formulated from the start. On the other, it is important, when one has the
luxury of some possibility of cultural influence, to make the genuine case for space
settlement. On the third hand, it does not seem to me that a culture that needs to be
convinced to do something as difﬁcult and dangerous as attempting space settlement will ever achieve that goal, it will have to be carried out by people willing to
take large personal risks for a larger-than-the-individual goal of safeguarding the
better of humanity. Such people are not likely to be influenced by critics who
suggest that for whatever reason, humans should not attempt to settle space. Such
critics will of course not do so and will remain on Earth.
To these ends in this appendix I provide a direct critique of a recent article that
uses all the most common arguments that humanity should not attempt to settle
space.
“Should a species like ours spread itself to other planetary environments
that can be exploited for human gain?” This question uses the ‘trigger’ word
exploited in an inflammatory way, even if inadvertently. Exploitation simply means
the use of something, and all species, plant and animal, use resources in maintaining
the processes of living systems. Also, ‘human gain’ is here suggested as something
distasteful or otherwise negative, while I argue, throughout this book and other
writings, that space settlement should be considered a responsible act of speciesand civilization-insurance. If humanity and civilization are not considered worthy
of preservation, we have a fundamental difference of opinion.
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“Should humans seek to exploit and/or colonize space? If so, how should
this be done?” These are vast questions, some of which I address in this book and
my other writings advocating for space settlement. In particular in this book and
Emigrating Beyond Earth I have made signiﬁcant efforts to cast human space
settlement in an evolutionary context and as a net moral good.
“Is it possible that humankind is evolving into ‘a terrible new species,’ one
more destructive than ever before?” It is entirely possible that this is so, and
entirely possible that it is not so. The context of the question suggests that the
author feels it is the case, but that is an assumption not veriﬁed. Any human culture
and any technology may be deployed for good or ill.
Would it be ethical to enable people with enough money to buy a ticket to
leave our troubled Earth behind? The cost of space access is currently high, but it
is being reduced; the expense of voyaging to Mars, or building, for example,
Lagrangian-point colonies, will be quite high for some time. The act of departing
the troubled Earth is here cast as irresponsible, but may conversely be seen as
responsible, as I argue above, as there is no guarantee that Earth civilization will not
collapse to the great loss of humanity’s many moral goods. The distribution of
wealth on Earth will always be an Earthly problem that should not be exacerbated
by small numbers of people voyaging beyond Earth.
Would it be ethical for government(s) to subsidize such an enterprise? This
is possibly a fair critique and a good argument for private space settlement efforts.
I agree that governments should operate ﬁrst to protect and ensure a safe and
fulﬁlling life for their constituents.
What are the ethics of giving the rich yet another advantage over the poor?
If the advantage implied here is the advantage of having a safer and more tolerable
life in some habitat beyond Earth, it is not clear how that would occur at the
expense of the poor if space settlement were privately funded.
Does this American image of the Wild West extended to off-Earth locations
justify cowboy colonization of other planets? In my discussions with serious
space-settlement planners I do not encounter a cowboy mentality. Rather I ﬁnd
people interested in self-sustaining settlements that would be among the ‘greenest’
of all humans settlements because resources would be precious and all processes
would be eminently designed for efﬁciency. I have only encountered the negative
visions of the ‘Wild West’ approach in dystopian ﬁctions, including many depicted
by Hollywood.
Does belief in American exceptionalism provide sufﬁcient justiﬁcation for
off-Earth colonization? The conception of settlement beyond Earth originated in
the historical period with the Russian Tsiolkovski, and many space agencies—
including the Japanese, Canadian, Chinese, Indian, Russian, British, American and
European—all express an interest in humanity living beyond Earth. The conception
that this idea is entirely American is insular and ignores these many other serious
considerations of humanity-beyond-Earth.
Is this near three-centuries-old version of manifest destiny propelling the
present generation to colonize other planets? (and) If so, does manifest destiny
provide sufﬁcient justiﬁcation? The conception of space settlement as ‘Manifest
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Destiny’ is rooted in outdated concepts of the 1950s, when space settlement was
expressed largely as the ultimate conquest of Nature. I detect no such conception in
modern and serious space-settlement planners. The modern conception considers
space settlement as a project that would better our understanding of ourselves
Nature, through living in exposure to that wider Nature.
Is this near three-centuries-old version of progress propelling the present
generation to colonize other planets? (and) If so, does progress provide sufﬁcient justiﬁcation? As in the prior question, this sentiment of an ancient conception
of inevitable progress is outdated and I do not detect it in serious space-settlement
plans or discussions.
In other words, is the project or policy going to provide a return on the
national investment, if we deﬁne ‘return’ to be the economically sustainable
human habitation of space? As in my previous book on this topic, Emigrating
Beyond Earth, I do not argue that space settlement must provide an economic return
on a federal investment, although any investment made at the federal level would be
a contribution to the larger project of species- and civilization-insurance.
How much do we actually know about how people’s religious beliefs
intersect with their thinking about space colonization? I think we know little
about this, but am unclear on how ‘peoples’ (generally) religious beliefs would be
affected by space settlement. People of many religious faiths have expressed an
interest in space settlement and I see no reason that they would not themselves
participate in space settlement. I would no more accept a given religion’s opposition
to space settlement as a reason to curtail it than I would accept a given religion’s
opposition to prevent other action by private individuals who have different religious views.
That said, the results of this survey, for those who place weight on such
things, do not provide any credible evidence that the U.S. citizenry is in favor
of the human colonization of space. The author then should be satisﬁed that space
settlement will not receive federal funding or be attempted. I agree that if the
citizenry are not interested in a given project, they should not be compelled by the
federal government to take it up. At the same time, individuals pursuing their own
course of action should be allowed to carry it out if it does not impinge on the rights
of other citizens. Private space settlement, I argue, is in this position.
While Elon Musk may claim that his plan to take people to Mars will be
privately ﬁnanced, it must be noted that Musk built his space business on
direct and indirect government subsidies and that government contracts now
constitute more than $1 billion of his company’s annual revenue. It is disingenuous to imply that the federal government is promoting space settlement by
supporting Musk’s company with technology development and space-services
contracts. The federal government is focused in these contracts on lowering the cost
of space access, with an almost exclusive focus on access to Low Earth Orbit.
Certainly the federal government is not actively promoting space settlement, and
NASA has no ofﬁce of space settlement, with their mission explicitly described as
exploration.
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